
The Yun Family’s Ninth Child is an Imp! Chapter 322 

Yun Chujiu had an inexplicable foreboding. “Speak!” 

 

“Well, dear Master, there’s eight pieces of the great Void Mirror right? Hence, there are flaws to its 

functionality. For the time being, and I really mean for the time being, other than me, nothing else can 

be taken out of it!” After the ball of yarn finished speaking, it retracted its four limbs into the ball of 

yarn, feeling guilty. 

 

Yun Chujiu was stunned at first, and then she was instantly enraged! She thought that she had gotten a 

great bargain, and only after a long time did she found out that she had brought back such a useless 

thing! 

 

Yun Chujiu sneered at the ball of yarn that had shrunk into a ball. “Ball of yarn, since you have no other 

use, then I’ll just use you to play cuju [1].” 

 

Yun Chujiu kicked the ball of yarn away! 

 

The ball of yarn hit the wall and bounced back! Then it was kicked away again and bounced back! 

 

“Master! Master! I’m not finished! Stop! Let me finish!” The ball of yarn hugged Yun Chujiu’s calf and 

begged pitifully. 

 

“Speak!” 

 

“Master, as long as you get the eight fragments back and fix the Void Mirror, you’ll be rich! The Void 

Mirror is a divine artifact! It’s much stronger than the rolling pin!” 

 

The rolling pin was immediately unhappy. ‘If you want to say something, just say it! Why hold back?! I’ll 

beat you to death, b*tch! 



 

The miserable ball of yarn was instantly beaten into a blanket, tears streaming down its face. ‘Sob sob! 

Baby yarn ball regrets this! The world outside is so cruel!’ 

 

Yun Chujiu touched her chin. A divine artifact? It sounded pretty awesome! However, not to mention 

the other four fragments, just the fragments in the hands of the other three great sects were already 

very difficult to get, right?! 

 

Yun Chujiu held the Spirit Radiance Sect’s fragment in her hand and asked ball of yarn, “I have one in my 

hand now. If I fix it, will it have any use?” 

 

Furry got up from the ground and said fawningly, “Master, if I fix this piece, I can get the yellow-

category, low-grade spirit herbs and first-grade demon beasts out of the Mystic Realm for you!” 

 

“And how do I operate it?” Yun Chujiu curled her lips. They were all worthless goods, but it was better 

than nothing. At least in the future, she did not have to go to the mountains to get roasted meat 

anymore. 

 

The ball of yarn taught Yun Chujiu an obscure and difficult chant. After Yun Chujiu recited it, the 

fragment of the Void Mirror in her hand floated up and hid between Yun Chujiu’s eyebrows. 

 

Yun Chujiu looked inside and sure enough, one of the holes in the great void mirror had been repaired. 

Yun Chujiu secretly stared at the two things in her Dantian. These two things were not good adn she did 

not know whether it was a blessing or a curse. 

 

It was already lunchtime. The three foodies naturally had a big meal! Especially Furry, who had never 

eaten these delicacies before. It ate with all its might! After it finished eating, its entire body swelled up. 

 

Furry immediately forgot about the ‘abuse’ she had suffered previously. ‘Baby yarn does not regret this. 

The outside world is really too f*cking awesome! 



 

“Little Sister Jiu! Little Sister Jiu! Big Brother is here to see you!” 

 

Yun Chujiu frowned. Why was the red-clothed pervert there?! This black-headed chicken must have sent 

someone to monitor her. Otherwise, why would he come when she had just returned?! 

 

Yun Chujiu rolled her eyes. ‘Since you took the initiative to come to my door, don’t blame me for being 

ruthless. If I don’t kill you, I would be wronging the ninety-nine thousand Spirit Stones that the gigolo 

had swindled you of. 

 

Yun Chujiu giggled as she walked out of the room. “Brother Wuji, I’m so happy to see you! I was 

wondering why the sky is blue, the grass is green, and the flowers are blooming today. Turns out, I have 

a distinguished guest!” 

 


